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too much work and no play make
chris a dull boy

peter J rainbow
ryan catholic community school
richard B baldauf jr
national languages and literacy institute of australia

children and young adults like having fun they often engage in games and
gamelikegame like activities just for the sheer pleasure of participating elementary and
younger secondary school students often experience a transitional period in which
more traditional learning activities are substituted for play and gamelikegame like activities

the ideal at this juncture is to combine working and playing through games with
teaching objectives so that our young learners are engaging in useful and enjoyable
language experiences

this is of course not that easy second language learning whatever the
approach involves using language repetitively which is potentially a tedious boring
off putting process if it is possible to turn this process into games and other
activities which the target group of students find amusing and exciting then whatever
their ages learning will be more exciting and enjoyable

some characteristics of games
games should be fun enjoyable intrinsically motivating and worth playing for

their own sake the latter criterion is paramount for effective language games

games all contain a competitive element sometimes participants compete with
opponents by answering questions or by racing against time or they may pit their
wits against a particular problem as in crossword puzzles or try to improve their own
performance or score on computer or video games with fun as the critical element
games should have clearly defined objectives and rules which together with
competitiveness contribute to the intrinsic pleasure of such activities

criteria for selecting games in TESOL
1 APPEAL the game should appeal to most students in the class theremerenere are

many games with a proven track record of popularity which can be successfully used
as vehicles for TESOL instruction if they are appropriate to the age level and
background of the students
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2 TARGET LANGUAGE USE the game has to be designed or modified so
that students are obliged to use the target language in order to participate if the game
can be played in the classroom context without recourse to the language being
studied then it has no educational value from an ESL point of view

3 simplicity the game should be simple enough to be understood after a
brief explanation ideally its structure should be based on a game with which the
students are already familiar it should be remembered that the overriding intention is

to inject some fun into the lesson without compromising educational objectives
grappling with vague instructions can readily defeat the educational objectives of
most games

4 monitoring STUDENTS USE OF THE TARGET LANGUAGE the
teacher must be able to control the correct use of language or reliably delegate that
responsibility the ease with which games can be monitored linguistically should be
a significant factor in the selection process games like scrabble and boggle in

which students form words outside meaningful contexts preclude effective
monitoring since the teacher has no way of knowing if students understand the words
theyve chosen

5 TIME effectiveness the game should be time efficient in terms of the
amount of time devoted to language sue many activities involving cutting pasting
and colouring in are undoubtably enjoyable but hardly justifiable when one considers
that little or no language is required

6 CONTROL the game should be easy to organize and control given the type

of students in the group excessive physical activities are best avoided with
high spirited students who climb the walls at the slightest pretext by the same
token it might be advisable to avoid such games with shy sensitive introverted
students who would experience a degree of embarrassment

7 GROUP participation it is important that the whole class by engaged
as players or spectators if only two students at a time can play a particular game and
the linguistic or logical motivation for audience interest is low then such a game
would be an unsatisfactory choice to use with a class of thirty students

8 LANGUAGE LEVEL the language level must be appropriate for the
students if the ggameune is to be a success normally the more advanced the students are
the easier it becomes to select games for them beginners are limited to the basic
vocabulary and structures they have learned and many games like twenty
questions would be beyond the linguistic capabilities of beginners

9 MATERIALS materials can be expensive or difficult to produce financial
considerations might put computer games on the reconsider only if list on the
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other hand if materials can be obtained without putting too much strain on the
teachers time or budget then they should be considered a worthwhile investment

10 versatility the same game can often be applied to more than one
aspect of language learning and teachers should be aware of this so that a popular
game is exploited to its full potential noughtsnaughts and crosses tic tac toe can be
used to practice vocabulary grammar reading and culture as well as just numbers

11 TIME the game should be over before students interest nagshagsflags in fact its
best to always leave your audience wanting more reasonably fast action should be a
feature of team games where players also spend a lot of time as passive spectators

thus games such as chess and monopoly have very little if any value

12 VARIETY teachers should have a wide variety of games in their
repertoires if the games are very similar differing only in name and little else the
element of fun can erode rapidly

integrating games into our teaching
A number of ways of integrating games into our teaching program is possible

depending on our style and approach to teaching each system will have its merits
and disadvantages A sound basis for incorporating games into classroom practice is

to categorize them under the following headings vocabulary grammar
miscellaneous eg the alphabet and the numbers and the more traditional categories
of listening speaking reading and writing we might point out that in our
experience very few games worth playing seem to focus on the writing skill

there will obviously be somesornesonne overlap between the divisions with some games
and entries which fit under more than one headingbeading if we see TESOL in terms of
vocabulary building grammatical explanations and practice in the macro skill areas
then these categories will be helpful in achieving a balance when integrating games
into our teaching programs there are functional and affective classifications as well

finding interesting non TESOL materials
millions of games puzzle books and comics are sold every year on the open

market under competitive conditions and young people rush to buy them no
youngster would rush out to buy an audiolingualaudio lingual text book except under extreme
duress

As educators we know that most educational materials are produced for the
mythical average student while we do need such texts we also need to be constantly
aware of other resources which we can use in our ESL classes even though this may

not have been their creators intention we need to identify imitate modify and
adapt the guinness book of records is typical of such resources
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other examples include the funny monster travel pack mitson 1987
published by studio publications which offers a whole range of games and related
activities which can be used in the ESL class with virtually no modification

the MONSTER MARATHON board game WHERE DID YOU GET THAT
HAT word game COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD WORD SEARCH magic
words ITS SO EASY word gainegame PICTURE POSTCARDS Sspeakingpeaking game
TRAVEL MATCH word game WHERE IN THE WORLD reading game
CRACK THE CODE reading game continental WORD SEARCH magic
words COLOURING PAGE needs colourbolour code reading game GETTING
THERE speaking game AROUND THE GLOBE word game MISSING
LETTERS word game TRANSPORT WORD SEARCH magic words INITIAL
LETTER PUZZLE word game MISPLACED word game NATIONAL
COSTUMES speaking game WHERE AM IPP word game

an entire class set of a magazine like gamesgainesganesgaanes for juniors can be purchased for
little more than the average cost of one hardback textbook listed below are the
contents of the spring 1990 issue and as with the funny monster travel pack most
of the listed items may be used in ESL classes with little or no modification

PICTURE PUZZLES picture crossword connect the dots secrets of the
swamp whoschos hues triangle tangle trick and treats memory test out of order
mixture pictures country paths lost in space match up whats wrong with this
picture hats off trick or treat maze WORD PLAY riddle search crisscross
puzzle riddle X word D is for dollhouse build a word puzzling fill ins disabled
vehicles opposites attract alphabetically speaking among the flowers crisscross
puzzle no 2 MYSTERY LOGIC AND NUMBERS number crunch dinosaur
quiz magic hex tough teaserstessersteasers GAMES TRIVIA AND CONTESTS dinosaur
challenge just for kids cooking gamesgaines and puzzles the jungle game funny
business competition mixture pictures

As these examples illustrate games and gamelikegame like activities can add a new
dimension of pleasure and involvement to language learning in your classroom
while the section which follows lists some of the more formal games literature we
are familiar with wed like to stress that the best ideas may come from watching
what your students enjoy doing in their leisure and adapting that to your classroom

notes
1 this work was funded in part by an ASLLP grant from the australian

department of employment education and training the authors appreciate the
assistance of the TESL reporter reviewers the responsibility for the content
remains with thediedle authors
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2 weed 1975 and cortez 1975 also provide criteria for the use of games and
some 1960s resources

some useful sources
anderson D 1983 the worlds best picture puzzlespules new york sterling

barry SA 1987 the worlds best travel gamesgaines new york sterling

care J M and debyserdebaserDebyser F 1978 jeu language et creativity les beuxjeux dans la
classe de francaisfrancois paris librairiesLibrairies hachette et larousse

carrier M 1980 take 5 games and activities for the language learner
waltonwaiton on nemesthemesmemes nelson harrap

cook P 1984 brainteasers and puzzlesforpuzzles torfor kids north ryde australia angus
and robertson

cortez EG 1975 some pointers on using games in the art of TESOL

selected articles from the english language teaching forum part 2

washington DC USIA

crookall D and oxford RL iggi19911991 simulation gaming and language learning
new york newbury house

gaudard H 1991 using board games in large classes english teaching forum
392 222622 26

guidelinesforguidelines forpor language gamesgainesganesgaanes 1980 singapore RELC

leary S 1984 gamesforgamesganes for australian kids 280 ideasforIdeideasasforforpor entertaining children of
all ages north ryde australia angus and robertson

lee W R 1979 language teaching gamesgainesgarnes and contests and2nd new york
oxford

mccallum G P 1980 101 word gamesforgamesganes porfor students of english as a second or
foreign language new york oxford university press

maley A and duff A 1978 drama techniques in language learning A

resource book of communication activitiesforactivities forborpor language teachers new york
OUP

mitson A 1987 funny monster facts and travel games book ipswichipswitch UK
studio publications

moskowitz G 1978 caring and sharing in the foreign language class rowley
mass newbury house
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omaggio A C 1978 games and simulations in the foreign language
classroom washington centre for applied linguistics

omaggio A C 1982 using games and interaction activities for the development
of functional proficiency in a second language canadian foreign language
review 383 517523517 523

rainbow P G 1993 gamesgainesganes in TESOL A HandhandbookorhandbookforHandbookbookforor teachers townsville

rinvolucri M 1984 grammar gamesgainesgaanes cambridge cambridge university press

rixon S 1981 how to use gamesgainesganes in language teaching london macmillan

rosenbloom J 1986 696 silly school jokes and riddles new york sterling

townsend C B 1988 the worlds most challenging puzzles new york
sterling

weed G E 1975 using games in teaching children in the art of TESOL
selected articles fromfrontfroni the english language teaching forum part 2 wash
DCD C USIA

wright A betteridge D and buckley M 1979 gamesforgamesganes forborpor language learning
new york cambridge university press
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